
             Lightweight and portable folding gantry cranes
movable, under load.

Also adjustable in height and width

Description 

This is a high quality as well as versatile gantry cane which is suited for in 
as well as outdoors. It can be easily as well as quickly erected as well the 
clearance width can be easily adjusted because of the lindapter 
connection. Models between load capacity range between 50 and 3000 kg 
and clearance widths between 2 and 6 m are available. D6 regulations 
must be observed while erecting this device. Polyamide (used for smooth 
industrial floors as well as for capacities between 50 and 3000 kg). Solid 
rubber (suitable for rough, uneven floors as well as for capacities up to 
1000 kg) and Vulkollan (used on slightly uneven floors (with stones, 
holes, edges) and for capacities up to 3000 kg) are the types of rollers 
which are made available. The gantry crane without hoist, power feed 
and clamping buffers Painted in RAL 1004 (golden yellow) are delivered. 
It has CE mark and has declaration of conformity



MODEL CAPACITY         H S C

KG (mm) (mm) (mm)

GP0500 500 3000 3000 500

GP0500 500 4000 4000 600

GP0500 500 5000 5000 550

GP1000 1000 3000 3000 500

GP1000 1000 4000 4000 550

GP1000 1000 5000 5000 600

GP2000 2000 3000 3000 500

GP2000 2000 4000 4000 550

GP2000 2000 5000 5000 600

GP3000 3000 3000 3000 500

GP3000 3000 4000 4000 550

GP3000 3000 5000 5000 600

GANTRY CRANES PORTABLE -  IRON LIGHT

The Adjustable Height Gantry Crane combines lightweight and rigid, sturdy construction into one unit. The all 
"iron light "construction of this gantry crane makes it corrosion resistant and perfect for outdoor use. The 
lightweight I-Beam allows height adjustment without the need of a hoist or fork truck. All pined connections 
makes it possible for single person set up and take down in just minutes. 

We thank you for your kind request, we hereby send you our best quotation for the supply of the following 
items:

GANTRY CRANES PORTABLE -  IRON LIGHT
-type GP2000
-Capacity Kg. 2000
-height maximum under beam m. 2.5
-height minimum under beam m. 1.8
-gauge / m width. 7
-Wheels including swiveling
-push including trolley
-Galvanization Including
EC including -Declaration

Electrical system: excluded

Color: ZINC

Documentation supplied with the crane:
- Certificate of conformity 'EC
- Operating and maintenance 

FEATURES
The bearing beam on which runs the hoist is made of a profile rolled IPE or HE depending on the flow and of
The beam is fixed to the legs, with tubular stiffening cross, through high strength bolts and are provided for 
bracing normally internal or external to stiffen the structure. 



Gantry cranes are equipped with electro-industrial wheels swivel on double ball, with hub on a double ball 
and rolling band reported vulcolan to ensure maximum smoothness of industrial floor smooth; the wheels are 
equipped with integrated holding brake to bring the crane up to 2000 kg while for higher capacities are 
supplied 2 wheel chocks. 
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